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An asynlptotic formula for the exponential polynomials, A~(x) defined by 
Y:-0 As(x)z"lmt = exp{x[g(z)- g(0)]} for some (formal) power series g(z), is derived under 
certain conditions on g(z). Using this formula, the asymptotic normality of the combinatorial 
distribution 
A(m, n)X" 
p(n; m, )t) = A~(X) 
n=0,1 ,2  . . . . .  m,O<a<;t <b,A,,Qt)= ~. A(m,n)Jt", 
n=O 
is established. As a special ease, the asymptotic normality of a class of combinatorial distribu- 
tions, where the coefficients A(m, n) satisfy a certain triangular ecurrence relation, is con- 
cluded. 
1. Introduction 
The exponential polynomials Am(x), say, introduced by Bell [2], may be 
defined formally by 
~ A~(x)-~..=exp{x[g(z)-g(O)]}, z)= k,z". (1.1) 
m----O n----O 
The numbers Am = Am(l) are called exponential numbers (see Riordan [14, p. 
192] and Bell [1]). A special ease of these numbers (g(z)= eZ), known as Bell 
numbers, have been studied by many authors (see Riordan [13] and Mullin and 
Rota [12] and the references therein). 
An asymptotic expansion of the Bell numbers have been derived by Moser and 
Wyman [9] and Szekeres and Binet [15]. These expansions have been used by 
Harper [8] to prove the asymptotic normality of the Stifling numbers and by 
Haigh [7] to obtain the asymptotic expression 
(i) of the number of blocks of a given size in a random equivalence relation 
and 
(ii) of the size of the largest block. 
Moser and Wyman gave in [11] an asymptotic expansion for the Stifling 
numbers of the second kind. 
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Another special case of the exponential numbers (g(z)= (1+ z) s) has been 
considered by Charalambides [4] in connection with the problem of asymptotic 
normality of certain combinatorial distributions. The asymptotic normality of the 
combinatorial distribution Is(m, n)llm! with Is(m, n)l (singless Stirling number of 
the first kind) the number of permutations of m having n cycles (A~(x)= 
Y.'~ffio Is(m, n)l x" = x(x + 1) . - .  (x + m - 1), g(z) = - log( l -  z)) and certain other 
random permutation distributions were discussed by Goncarov [5]. 
Canfield [3] considered the exponential polynomials A~(x)=~ffi0 A(m,  n)x" 
defined by (1.1) (which are of binomial type) and in the case where g(z) is a 
polynomial with nonnegative coefficients proved that the combinatorial distribu- 
tion 
A(m,n)  
p (n ;m)= , n=l ,  2 , . . . ,m 
A~(1) 
is asymptotically normal (or satisfies a central limit theorem) in the following 
sense: 
L I lira sup p(n; m) -  (2~)-½ e -'2/2 d t= 0 (1.2) 
for suitable numbers ~m and o%. 
In the present paper the more general case where the combinatorial distribution 
is defined by its probability function 
A(m, n)X" 
p(n;m, / t )= , n=0,1 ,2 , . . . ,m,  0<a<l t<b,  (1.3) 
Am(X) 
with 
Am(x)= ~ A(m,n)x" ,  A~(x = exp{x[g(z)- g(0)]}, 
.=o  m=o • (1 .4 )  
g(z)= Y. k~z", 
n----0 
is considered. Note that the parameter ;t plays the role of a weight (probability) 
which for example in the simple ease of a binomial distribution where A(m,  n)= 
(~), X = p]q, p the probability of success and q = 1 -p  the probability of failure. 
Under certain conditions on g(z) an asymptotic formula for the exponential 
polynomials is derived. This asymptotic expansion, useful in its own, gives in 
particular the asymptotic expansions obtained by Moser and Wyman [9], Szekeres 
and Binet [15] and Charalambides [4]. Using this asymptotic formula for the 
exponential polynomials the asymptotic normality of the combinatorial distribu- 
tion (1.3) is established. As a special case, the asymptotic normality of a class of 
combinatorial distributions, where the coefficients A(m, n)satisfy the triangular 
recurrence relation 
A(m + 1, n) = (aoan - alom)A(m, n) + booA(m, n - 1), 
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with 
A(O, O) = 1, A(m, 0) = A(0, n) = 0 for m, n~ 0, 
aoln-a lom>O,  n=l ,  2 , . . . ,m+l ,m=O,  1 ,2 , . . . ,  
is concluded. 
boo> 0, 
2. An asymptotic formula for the exponential polynomials 
Theorem 2.L  Let Am(x) be an exponential polynomial in x of degree m defined by 
(1.1) with l~>~O, n=O, 1,2, . . . ,a<-x<~b, 0<a<b,  and 
(i) assume the existence of the inverse, say z = r(y), of the function u(z) = zg'(z). 
Moreover 
(ii) suppose that at the point r = r(m/x): 
g(r)-Re{g(reiO)}~c[g(r)] 1/°+0, m-- <10l<m c, l>0, (2.1) 
and 
with 
rg"(r)>---(rCm-Vo)g'(r), 0<To<l  
d k 
g(k)(r)~c~g(k-1)(r), g (~( r )=~r  k g(r), 
(2.2) 
k = 1, 2 , . . .  (2.3) 
rc~ ~ oo, (rCm)'~/m -., 0, T > 0 constant, as m ---> oo. 
where 
Then the polynomial Am(x) has the following asymptotic expansion: 
[ xg'(r)]m exp[x{g(r)- g(0)}- m ] 
[ 1 + rg'(r)/g'(r)]~ 
x 1+ ~ Bk(r)m -k+O 
k=l  
Bk(r)= ~ sflk_i(r), 
j----0 
So = 1, sl = ~, s2 = ~s~o,..., the coefficients of Stirling's formula for m l, and 
rk  2k 
Sk(r)=(2k) ! ~., Y2kj(aa(r),.. a2k(r) ) r (k+]+½) 
i=  1 " ,  ~ ' 
n t k/2 1 k+2 k+2 [2-1{1+ rg (r)/g (r)}]- - i (rD) g(r) 
ak(r) = (k + 1)(k + 2)g'(r)r TM ' 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Ykj(Yl,- • -, Yk) the coef~ients of the Bell polynomials. 
Proof. Using Cauchy's integral formula, A~(x) may be written in the form 
m't ~c Z-m-1 exp[x{g(z)-g(O)}]dz Am (x) = 2~ri 
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where C is the circle z = re  ie, i = ~/-1. Therefore 
where 
Am(x)= mt exp[x{g(r)- g(0)}lrm2,rr I_~ exp[x{g(rele)_ g(r)}_i0m ]dO, 
m!exp[x{g(r) -g(0)}]  {I1 + I2} 
Am(x) = r " , , /~  (2.6) 
xr(m/x)g'(r(m/x)) = m. 
Choosing the radius, r of the circle of integration to be r = r(m/x) and 
3 
8---- m-~ 
we can approximate /1 and show that 12 is negligible for large m. 
Using (2.1), (2.3) and (2.7) we get 
lexp[x{g(re i )- g(r)}- i~n ]l <~ exp{-x z/(l+l)c(m/rc,.)lm+l)}, 
Therefore 
(2.8) 
,s<lol<=. 
(2.9) 
The expansion of G(0)= x{g(rei°) - g(r)}-i0m into a MacLaurin series about 
O =0, on using the assumption xrg'(r)= m, may be written as 
where  
G(0)=-[ rg ' ( r )+r  g (r)]x-=-+ ~ [(rD)k+2g(r)]x 
k=l 
=__(~2q..¢~2 ~.~ ak(r) 
k=l k! 
q~ =[½x{rg'(r)+ r2g"(r))] ~- O, y = [xg'(r)]-½ 
ik+20k+2 
(k + 2)l 
(2.10) 
and ak(r) is given by (2.5). Therefore 
where 
Ix=xt[rg,(r)+ r2g,(r)~ ~7.~ exp k-a (2.11) 
2{ 
e = rg'(r)+ r2~'( r  • 8. (2.12) 
exp[ x{g(re i°) - g(r)}- iOm ] dO, /1 = 72" = 8 
1 f 2~.-~ exp[ x{g(re ie) - g(r)}- i0m ] dO. I2= . .  
The assumption of the existence of the inverse function of the function zg'(z) 
impl ies that 
(2.7) 
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Note that r--->~ as m--*~, since on using (2.7) 
X i 
"- ~ m ~. 
We have defined y as a function of r. For the moment we consider y to be an 
independent variable and expand the function exp{¢ 2Y..~=a k(r)(y(o)k/k!} into a 
convergent MacLaurin series of the form 
exp q~2 ~ ak(r ) (y~)k] = ~ b~(r, ~) - -  bo(r, ~)= 1. (2.13) -W,J 
k----I k----O 
where the coefficients are given by 
k 
bk(r, q~)= Vk(q~2al(r),..., ¢2ak(r))¢k = ~ Yka(ax(r),..., ak(r))¢ 2j+k 
i=1 
(2.14) 
with Yk(Yl,. - -, Yk) the Bell partition polynomials (Riordan [14, p. 174]). Having 
obtained (2.13) based on the supposition that y is an independent variable we 
again take y=[xg'(r)]  -~. This will be legitimate if we show that this point lies 
within the domain of convergence of (2.13). From (2.5) and since by (2.2), 
[1 + rg' ( r ) / g' ( r ) + 2)'2 
we obtain 
2ktz+ l(rD )k +2 g( r) 
[ak (r)l ~< (k + 1 )( k + 2)r k +2c~2+ 1 g,( r)" 
Using (2.1) and the formula (Riordan [12, p. 218]) 
k+2 
(rD)k+2g(r) = ~ S(k + 2, j)riDJg(r) 
j= l  
with S(k +2, j) the Stirring numbers of the second kind, we finally get 
[ak[~<36~2(6~¢) k, ak =q,k+2ak(r)/k! 
By a lemma of Moser and Wyman [9, p. 162] we have 
[~[ ~< 36~2(6~¢)k(1 + 36~2) k-l, Bk = bk(r, ,)/k!. 
Since 
(2.15) 
1 
lira sup ~-~ ~ 6c~ q~(1 + 36¢2) -
k--~o p 
it suffices to prove that lyl~0. For 1#1~8 ~[xrg'(r)] -i, we get on using (2.10) and 
~1 + rg'(r)/g'(r)} ~(1  + rc~) ~ rc~, 
1_ ~ 16rc~ (1 + 36 rc~)/mt I ~ Ixg'(r)l ½ ~ 1/y 
P 
for m > ml, mx fixed. 
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From (2.11) and (2.13) we have 
where 
k=o k! ~ e bk(r, q~) de +RN 
RN=7~ e -*~ ~ bk(r,c¢)~, t de, N positive integer. 
~k-- - -N+l  
We have that e ~ oo as  m- -~oo.  The asymptotic expansions of the form I~_~ e-~.2 
(polynomial in q~) d~o along with these remarks justify the replacement of e by oo. 
Thus 
k=o k.V ~ e-'2bk(r' q~) dt¢+ RN • (2.16) 
To complete the proof we must show that RN = O[(c~y)t~+l]. From (2.15) we have 
I Ykl £ bk(r, ~o)~! ~ t 36q~2(6~°)k( 1 + 36~2)k-l(c~Y) k 
k •N+l  k •N+l  
~< (6~0)N+~(1+ 36¢2)N+l(c=y)N+X=P(Iq~I)(c~y)n+~ 
1-  6~(1+ 36q,2)(c~y) M 
However I,pl-<, and by (2.8) and (2.12), ,-<(rc~)½ml. Therefore [~o3i[c~yl< 
(rc~)Z/m i. Hence for sufficiently large r, M>½ and 
~<2(c.~ y) N+I 
IRNI ~ I~ e-'~2P(k°O d~o. 
Since P(I¢I) is a polynomial in I~01 this integral exists and RN = O[(c~y)N+I]. 
Noting that b2k+x(r, ¢¢), as polynomials in ~p contain only odd powers (2.16) 
reduces to 
l i ttl-krk 11 = x-½[rg'(r) + r2g'(r)] -½ 1 -k=o (2k)! 
or  
where  
E - -  e b2k(r, c¢) dq~ + O 
(2.17) 
Fk 2k f~ 
Sk(r)=(2k)---~. Y2Li(al(r),..., azk( r ) )~ e-'2¢¢ 2~+k) de 
j= l  
= r k 2k  
(2k)! Y~ Y~(~(~)"" ~(r))r~+k+½) 
/ ,=1 " ' 
Using Stirling's formula, 
m t. = (2~r)½m=+~e-" 1 + skin -k + 0 
k=l  
$1 -" ½, 
i 
s2=360, . . . ,  
(2.7), (2.9) and (2.17) we obtain the required expansion (2.4). [] 
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Remark 2.1. It should be noted that assumption (2.2) has been used only to 
prove that the remainder in (2.16) is RN = O[(rcJm)N÷l]. Dropping this assump- 
tion the asymptotic formula (2.4) is valid with RN=O[(#c~m)N+I] .  
Assumption (2.3) has been used to obtain as many terms in (2.4) as we need to 
guarantee a desired accuracy of the approximation. When the first term of the 
expansion is needed, which is the case in proving the asymptotic normality of 
(1.3), it is sufficient o assume that 
g~k)(r) <~ c~g~k-1)(r), k = 1, 2, 3 (2.3') 
with rc~ ~ 0% (rcm)~/m ~ O, 7 >0,  constant, as m ~ oo. Then 
Am(x) =[xg'(r)]mexp[x{g(r)- g(0)}- m ] {1 + O(1)}. (2.4') 
[ 1 + rg"(r)/g'(r)~ 
Indeed, the expansion of the function G(O)= x{g(rei°) - g(r)}-i0m in (2.6), for 
some ~ in (0, 0) may be written as 
G(0)= -[rg'(r) + r2g"(r)]x02/2 
- [ g'(re i¢) + 3rg"(re i¢) + r2 g"(re i¢) ~rei¢x03/6. 
Using (2.3') and (2.7), 
]{g'(re i~ )+ 3 rg"(re i¢) + r2g"(rei¢)}irei¢x0316[ 
~ m-i[ l + rc~ + (rc~)2]/6--.~ O, as m ---~ oo 
and hence 
1 I )  = exp{G(O)}dO 
I , ] 1 " _~{rg(r)+r2g,,(r)_02 ={1+0(1)}~ exp  d# 
=x-½[rg'(r)+ r2g"(r)]-~{1 +0(1)} 
which by virtue of (2.6) implies (2.4'). 
3. Asymptotic normality 
Theorem 3.1. Under the assumptions (i), (2.1) and (2.3) for k = 1, 2, 3, 4 of 
Theorem 2.1 the distribution defined by 
p(n; m, A) = 
A(m,  n)A" 
Am(X) 
, n=O, 1 ,2 , . . . ,m,O<a<X<b,  
m 
A,,,(x)= A(m,,OX" 
n~.O 
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is asymptotically normal in the sense of (1.2) with 
/~  g(r), 2_  = t r . -  ;t{g(r)-[rg'(r)]2[g'(r)+ rg"(r)]-l} ~ 0, r=r(m/A). 
(3.1) 
Proof. Let {X~, m = 0, 1, 2, . . .}  be a sequence of integral valued random variables 
with probability function 
A(m,n)A" 
P{X~=n}= 
A.(A) 
, n=O, 1 ,2 , . . . ,m,a<}t<b.  
where 
Since 
Using (2.4'), we find 
m 1-3o  m 
- -  ~ C 0 < C < 1, constant. (3.2) 
rc~ 1-  3,o+ rc~ ( re . )  2 '  
Y .  = (X . ,  - 
Then we may establish (1.3) by proving that the sequence of moment generating 
functions of Y.: 
G,( t )=e-~-t / " -A , (Aee"- ) /A , (A) ,  m =0, 1 ,2 , . . . ,  
converges pointwise to the moment generating function G(t) = e m2 of the standard 
normal distribution for t e K, a compact set. Note that from (2.2) and (2.3'), 
2 or,, = A {g(r)-[  rg'(r) ]2[ g'(r) + rg"(r)]-x} ~ 
;tg'(r) 
c ,  
{1-  rc.[ 1 + rg"(r)/g'(r)] -~} 
G,( t )_e_~.e, ,  exp[Xag(r(mlXa))] [.r(mlXa)]-" 
exp[Ag(r(m/A))] l r(m/X) J 
x [11  r(m/Aa)g"(r(m/Aa))/g'(r(m/h'a))]~ a = e t/~-. 
d {xg(r(m/x))- m log r(m/x)-½ log[ 1 + r(m/x)g"(r(m/x))/g'(r(m/x))]} 
dx 
= F(x)+ L(x) 
F(x) = g(r(m/x)), 
tar(mix) ~2g"(r(m/x)) +r(m/x)g"(r(m/x)) 
L(x)= 2x 2 ~- ~ ~ ~  
r'(m/x) = [g'(r(m/x)) + r(m/x)g"(r(m/x))1-1, 
g"(r(m/x))] 
g'(r(m/x)) J'
(3.3) 
and consider the sequence of normalized random variables 
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we get 
G~(t )  "- exp -Iz,.t/or,,, + F (x )  dx  + L (x )  dx  , a = e t/°-. 
Using (2.2) and (2.3), 
IL(x)l~ 
2r(m/x)c., + [ r(m/x)c~ ]2 
x[ 1 + r(m/x)g"(r(m/x))/ g'(r(m/x)) ]2 
r(mlx)c~ 
2x[ 1 + r(m/x)g"(r(m/x))/g'(r(m/x))] 
2r(m/x)C.m + [ r(m/x)c,. ] 2 
x[r(m/x)c~ + 1 - 3"0] 2
r(m/x)c~ ÷ 
2x[r(mlx)c,,, + 1 - 3'0] 
and 
L0  
, Lo constant, 
X 
[ I;aL(x) dxl <~ Lo log e e'~- =O(1)  asm- . . .oo .  
Therefore  
G,,,(t)- exp{-v.mt/or. + IT  F(x) dx }, a = et/Crm. (3.4) 
Expanding the integral about A we find 
2 
F(x) dx = ~, F°)(X)XJ+X(et/"= - 1)J+l/(j + 1)! 
j=O 
+F"(~)k4(e t/'~- - 1)4/4!, k <~<ke e°m. 
and since (Canfield [3, eq. (2.16)]) 
(e '/ '- - 1)i+1/~ + 1)! = 
2 
~, S(l, j + 1)orT.~t'/l!+O(or~ 3) 
i = j+ l  
with S ( / , j+ l )  the Stirling numbers of the second kind, (3.4), on 
expression of ~ and or,,,, becomes 
G,,, (t) - exp{t2/2 +[ AF(A) + 3A 2F'(A ) + X 3F"(A ) ]t 3or~313l 
+F'(Oor~" - o(1)}. 
using the 
(3.5) 
We find on using (2.2), (2.3), (2.7) and (3.3), 
[XF(;t)or~3l ~Xr(mlX)g'(r(ml;t))or~3[ = mor~3 ~< m ~(rc,,) 3 ---> 0, 
]A 2F'(A)o'~n31- [rag'(r( m/A ))r'(m/A )org31 = [orT.3mr'(m/X ) r(m/X )[ 
= ]or~3m2[ Xr(m/X )g'(r(m/X )) + Xr2(m/X)g"(r(m/X)) i--x[ 
< ]orT.3m2[m +hr(mlX){r(m/X)c~-3,o}g'(r(mlX)]-ll 
= IorT.3m[1 + r(mlX)c~-3,o]-li<.m~(rc=)~O, 
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and similarly, after some algebraic manipulations, 
Ix 3F"(x)~:?l ~< m-~(rc~) 2--, 0, 
IF"(O~Z, al ~< m-l(rc~) 3----> o. 
Hence 
which completes the proof. 
Gm(t ) ---> e t2/2, as  m ---> oo 
[] 
Exmnple. As an application of Theorem 3.1, consider the combinatorial distribu- 
tion defined by 
A(m,n)a"  
p(n; re, A)= 
Am(A) 
Fn  
Am(A)= )". A(m,n)A" 
n=0,  1 ,2 , . . . ,  m,O<a<A<b,  
(3.6) 
OA(z, x) 
= booxA(z,  x). 
Ox 
i f  a lO  = O, 
if aio¢ O. 
(3.11) 
we obtain for the generating function 
A(z, x)= ~ A,,(x)zm/m! 
m~O 
the partial differential equation 
OA(z, x) 
(1 + aloz) aoax 
az 
The general solution of this equation is given by 
A(z, x) = { e-b°°x/a°ll/Pl(xea°'z) 
e -bo°~°~l~/'2(x[l+ aloz~'/'°), 
n----O 
where the coefficients A(m, n) satisfy the following triangular recurrence r lation: 
A (m + 1, n) = ( aol n - alom )A (m, n) + booA (m, n - 1) (3.7) 
with boundary conditions 
A(0, 0) = 1, A(m,O)=A(O,n)=O, m,n~O (3.8) 
and 
aoln-aaom>O, n=l ,  2 , . . . ,m+l ,m=O,  1 ,2 , . . . ,  b0o>0. (3.9) 
The polynomials Am(x), m = 0, 1, 2 , . . .  satisfy the difference-differential equa- 
tion 
Am+l(x) = (boox - alom)Am(x) +aolxA "(x) (3.10) 
which follows from (3.7) by multiplying both sides by x" and summing for all 
n=0,  1 ,2 , . . . ,  m. 
Multiplying both members of (3.10) by zm/mt and summing for m = 0, 1, 2 , . . .  
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where ~i, i= 1, 2 axe arbitrary functions determined by the initial conditions 
(3.8). Since A(0, x) = Ao(x) = A(O, O) = 1, ~i(x) = e b°°'/%~, i = 1, 2, and 
I°xp{ lq 
A(z,  x)= 
I fboox 
l exp /ao l  [(1 + aloZ) %J~°- l l}, 
if a lo = O, 
if a lo¢  O. 
Therefore Am(x) is an exponential polynomial in the sense of (1.1) with 
I boo e%~Z, 
g(z)= aol 
~ol (1 + aaoz)%l/~o, 
if a lo = 0, 
if a lo¢ 0. 
(3.12) 
Note that g(z) = Y.~--o/~z" has non-negative coefficients/~, n = 0, 1, 2 , . . .  when 
(i) alo = 0, 
(ii) a~o> 0 and aollalo positive integer, 
(iii) axo<0 and aoxlaxo negative real number. 
In the case alo > 0 and since by (3.9), aox- axom > 0, m = 0, 1, 2 , . . .  we have 
m < aoJalo and when m---> oo then a fortiori aol/axo---> oo; therefore the degree 
s = aox/alo of the polynomial g(z) is not constant as m---> oo and Theorem I of 
Canfield [3] does not apply. 
From (3.12) we have, for u(z)= zg'(z), 
u(z) = ~ booze%~Z, if alo = 0, 
t booz(1 + aloz) %da,o-1, if axo ~ 0. 
Therefore u(z) is monotone increasing for z >0 in the cases (i), (ii) and for 
0 < z < - l l a lo  in the case (iii), so the inverse z = r(y) of y = u(z) exists. Moreover 
at the point r = r(m/x) the function g(z), given by (3.12), satisfies (2.1). Indeed, if 
alo = 0 
g(r ) -  Re{g (rei°)} ~> boo {e%1, _ e%1,o~o} ~> boo e%~'{ 1 -e  -%~'°--c°~8)} 
aOl aol  
>~ booe%l"r(1- cos ~){1 + O(1)}--->~booe%,'rm--~{1 + O( )} 
[ boo ~ ¼ a ,14 >~cl - - /e  ol = c[g(r)]~ 
\aol l 
while if a~o ~ 0 
Re{g(rei°)} >~-~-~n~ ~ {(1+ alor)°~,/~o- I(1 + a~orei°)l~°'J~°} g(r) -  
aol (1 + axor) 2 ] / ~> 
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>~ boo(l+ alor)" 'd°~°r(1 - cos  8)  (1 + amr) 2 
[1 2r (1 -cos  8)] -1 
x [ J 
1 
Xalol 
With c~ = aol/(l+alor) in the cases (i), (ii) and c~ =Aaol/(l+alor) where 
A ~>-3alo/aol+ 1 in the case (iii), condition (2.3) for k = 1, 2, 3, 4 is satisfied by 
g(z). Therefore by Theorem 3.1, the distribution (3.6) is asymptotically normal. 
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